constant independent of h, by taking a function of h as a parameter instead of h, we may suppose, without loss of generality, that this reduction has been effected.
Cayley has shownm tlio 1 atest publication on this subject which I have met with, that if two of the principal theorems of attraction (in the case of the ellipsoid) be given, the rest follow very simply, and are common to all surfaces of which those two can be predicated f. But the demonstration of the two assumed theorems constitutes the most essential part of the analytical problem, and it is my present object to show that they, and the others connected with them, are implied in the two differential equa tions above written.
1. Suppose the equation Let
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be, for shortness, denoted by Q" (whatever v may be). Let us put also and let the element of surface be called d<j. By means of (1.) we may suppose 0 expressed as a fun position we have Let the sign of the right-hand member of this equation be so taken that Qed0 shall be positive or negative according as the surface is without or within the surface Since Qd ]d0 is the normal thickness at any point of the infinitesimal shell inc between the two surfaces 0 and 0-\-d0, the latter surface mus or wholly without the former, unless Q0 become infinite at some point of the surface 0, a supposition which it is not necessary to exclude, but wrhich I suppose to be excluded for the sake of simplicity.
2.
The preliminary propositions to be demonstrated in this article are not new. I am not certain to whom they are originally d u e; they were, however, employed by Pro-fessor W. T homson in an early volume of the Cambridge Mathematical Journal (to which I have not at present the opportunity of referring) in some form equivalent to (if not identical with) that in which they are here given. They depend on the most elementary principles, and ought to be so well known as to make a demonstration need less ; however, I give one for the sake of completeness. Retaining the suppositions of the last article, we have, if P be any function of , z, dxdydz (by integrating the expression on the left with respect to x, and applying a well-known transformation to the double integral). Let then u be any function of x, y , z, and put p -U -j-' -0 -j~. q -n -r -Q~r . f -u -7-0 j-> Let the surface corresponding to a particular pair of values fr, be called " the' surface h, k ;" and let the space (or solid) included between the surfaces (h" k) be called « the shell ^2, k^j similarly, let that included between the surfaces (A, k2) be called " the shell (li, ^Let it also be supposed that each of the surfaces {h (h+dh, k),is either wholly within or wholly without the surface (A, k). By virtue of equation (4.) either parameter may be considered a function of , z, and the other parameter. Let the function on the left of (4.) be such that when k is con sidered as a function of x, y , z, h ,t he satisfied:
where <p(A) is a function of h not containing k, and The second of these equations may be put in another form th u s: considering h as implicitly a function of x, y, z, k, we hav
)\ \d x ) + or (extracting the root and employing the notation explained in art. 1) hence the second of equations (5.), which is may be changed into QA.Q k= n . In this form it will be actually employed, two equations may be written as follows:-
Qh Q h= n J * I borrow this notation, with a slight alteration, from Mr. Cayley.
t The negative sign must be taken for the following reason: -is the ratio of corresponding variations Ctrl ol k, h, when the surface passes through a given point z) ; now suppose that an increase of h alone, or of k alone, would cause a displacement of the surface, relatively to that point, of the same kind; i. e. that the point would be inside the altered surface in both cases, or outside in both cases; then Q/t, Qa -have the same sign (art. 1). But on this supposition, if h and k vary together so that the surface continues to pass through the point (x, y, 2), it is plain that h must increase if k decrease, and vice so that is dh negative. Similarly, if Q^, Qa have opposite signs, ĉ~ is positive. The equation in the text is therefore all always true. 
4.
Now let the general equation (2.), art. 2, be applied to the case of the surface considered in the last article, k being taken for the parameter so is =<p(h); also let the arbitrary function u be put = 1 , so that D % = 0. Then, observing the second of equations (6.), we obtain from (2.), [jH] Let the volume enclosed by the surface ( h , k) be rep normal thickness at any point of the shell k^j is the above equation is equi valent to 5.
If we put V(h, k) for the volume, and Y(h, k) for the potential, denoted above simply by V and V, we obtain from equations (7.) and (8.) the following:- When the thickness of the shells is infinitesimal, this proposition may be enunciated as T heorem III. The potential, upon a given external mass, of the homogene h, k + d k \ k varies as the mass of the shell, i f h vary while k remains constant.
6.
The above conclusions were deduced from equation (2.), art. 2. Let us now take equation (3.) and apply it in a similar manner, taking for the parameter no longer but an indeterminate function of h (not containing k), say 6=f(h). This gives, without ambiguity of sign, (for by the convention made, art. 1, as to the signs of Qh, See., Qe and Q;, must have the same sign or not, according as /'(A )is positive or negative).
Hence, writing the left-hand side of (3.) in full, and introducing the second of the conditions (6.), we have 
, ~= F (k).^(h).

The above equation thus becomes n ¥ {k ){f,(h,)^(h2) --f ( h l)^{hl)} = [ $ u B f ( h ) .
1 he function f ( l i ) has been so far arbitrary. Let us now determine it in such a manner that f\h )^{h )-a constant independent of A and k ; or This result may be verified by actual differentiation, as will be shown afterwards (art. 12). 7.
Resuming the equation (3.), art. 2, and supposing that 6 is the function f(h ) determined in the last article, so that ~Dfi(h)=. let us put becomes = 0 ; if this be multiplied by dk, it expresses the following proposition:-I f the homogeneous infinitesimal shell ^h, have the density f'(h), the mass the shell is independent o f h. It follows that the potential of such a shell, on a given interior mass, vanishes when h has the value which makes the surface (A, extend to infinity in all directions; for the mass of the shell is finite, but every part of it is infinitely distant from the attracted mass.
8.
Instead of putting u-1, as in the last article, let us now take for of a given mass M, placed anywhere. Then if be the density, at the point (#, , z), of the matter composing M, we shall have
Let the surface (/q, k) be within the surface ( , £ ),an d let Mj be all that part of M which is within the former surface, and M2 all that part which is within the latter (so that M2 includes M x). Also let f ( h )b e still taken for 0, in equation (3.), art. 2; then D20=O, and the last term on the right of that equation becomes M i '& f\h)dxdy dzJ]-Now the whole mass included between the two surfaces is M2-M ,; hence the above integral is equal to in which h is put for the parameter of some surface (A, ), which lies between (/q, k) and (A2, &), and cuts the mass M2-Mx. I f the mass M be concentrated at a point between the two surfaces, then h is the parameter of the surface (/q k) which passes through that point.
In the general case, however, equation ( Suppose now that the mass M is unity, and is concentrated at a point between the two surfaces, then M^O , M2= l , and (9.) becomes 
9. In the expression (E.), the value of h at the lower limit of the integral is the para meter of the surface which passes through the attracted point, and the potential has therefore the same value at all points of that surface; hence T heorem V. The external eqidjpotential surfaces of the homogeneous infinitesimal shell (lb, j are fjie s u r f a c e s (h, k), in which h is arbitrar
The expression (I.) is independent of the position of the (interior) attracted point; hence T heorem VI. The homogeneous infinitesimal shell Ai" exercises no force on an interior mass. It follows evidently that the homogeneous finite shell (Vq, ^ possesses the same property.
shell ( A" j.
10. The preceding articles contain all that is essential. But it may be as well to deduce the expression for the potential, on an exterior point, of the finite homogeneous k"' k' Let |, 7 ] ,£ be the coordinates of the attracted point. The expression (E.), art. 8, is a function of h, and through h a function of ; for h9 at the lower limit of the integ is a function of f, q, £, k,determined by the equation ( (I assume, for simplicity, that hx is independent of W e have then to integrate (E.) with respect to k, from k' to kN ow putting F(A) for th
$F(h)dk=kF(h)-SkF(h)dh
and, between the limits k\ k", this giveŝ
F (h)dk=& "¥(h'')-k''E (h')-^kF (h)dh;
where h", h! are the values of h corresponding to and given by the relation . * The arbitrary constant, which might be introduced, would disappear in the result.
